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this collection of essays is designed to shed light on the issues of imperialism and the transitions to socialism delving into the theoretical
aspects whose analysis is key for understanding the subject under consideration and practical experiences of socialist transition in china
vietnam north korea cuba venezuela ecuador and brazil imperialism and biblical prophecy is a radically new interpretation of prophetic
poetry using more than thirty new translations from the hebrew bible it shows that this poetry is inseparable from imperialism that
each of the three major waves of biblical prophecy which have survived in the old testament occurred in response to simultaneous
waves of imperialist conquest this book analyses the stance of international communism towards nationality anti colonialism and racial
equality as defined by the communist international comintern during the interwar period central to the volume is a comparative
analysis of the communist parties of three british dominions south africa canada and australia demonstrating how each party attempted
to follow moscow s lead and how each party produced its own attempts to deal with these issues locally while considering the limits of
their own agency within the movement at large this is the first book to consider the relationship between british imperialism and
music with its unique ability to stimulate the emotions and to create mental images music was used to dramatize illustrate and reinforce
the components of the ideological cluster that constituted british imperialism in its heyday patriotism monarchism hero worship
protestantism racialism and chivalry it was also used to emphasize the inclusiveness of britain by stressing the contributions of england
scotland wales and ireland to the imperial project the series beihefte zur zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche wissenschaft bzaw covers
all areas of research into the old testament focusing on the hebrew bible its early and later forms in ancient judaism as well as its
branching into many neighboring cultures of the ancient near east and the greco roman world in imperialism and global political
economy alex callinicos intervenes in one of the main political and intellectual debates of the day the global policies of the united states
in the past decade have encouraged the widespread belief that we live in a new era of imperialism but is this belief true and what does
imperialism mean callinicos explores these questions in this wide ranging book in the first part he critically assesses the classical theories
of imperialism developed in the era of the first world war by marxists such as lenin luxemburg and bukharin and by the liberal
economist j a hobson he then outlines a theory of the relationship between capitalism as an economic system and the international state
system carving out a distinctive position compared to other contemporary theorists of empire and imperialism such as antonio negri
david harvey giovanni arrighi and ellen wood in the second half of imperialism and global political economy callinicos traces the history
of capitalist imperialism from the dutch east india company to the specific patterns of economic and geopolitical competition in the
contemporary era of american decline and chinese expansion imperialism he concludes is far from dead as cyprus experienced british
imperial rule between 1878 and 1960 greek and turkish nationalism on the island developed at different times and at different speeds
relations between turkish cypriots and the british on the one hand and greek cypriots and the british on the other were often
asymmetrical with the muslim community undergoing an enormous change in terms of national ethnic identity and class
characteristics turkish cypriot nationalism developed belatedly as a militant nationalist and anti enosis movement this book explores the
relationship between the emergence of turkish national identity and british colonial rule in the 1920s and 1930s in her in depth study
of harriet martineau s writings on the evolution of the british empire in the nineteenth century deborah a logan elaborates the ways in
which martineau s works reflect victorian concerns about radically shifting social ideologies to understand martineau s interventions
into the empire question logan argues is to recognize her authority as an insightful political commentator historian economist and
sociologist whose eclectic studies and intellectual curiosity positioned her as a shrewd observer and recorder of the imperial enterprise
logan s primary sources are martineau s nonfiction works particularly those published in periodicals complemented by telling
references from martineau s didactic fiction correspondence and autobiography key texts include history of the peace letters from
ireland and endowed schools of ireland illustrations of political economy eastern life present and past and history of british rule in india
and suggestions for the future rule of india logan shows martineau negotiating the inevitable conflict that arises when the practices of
victorian imperialism are measured against its own stated principles and especially against martineau s idea of both the civilizing
mission and the indigenous cultural integrity often compromised in the process the picture of martineau that emerges is complex and
fascinating both an advocate and a critic of british imperialism martineau was a persistent champion of the civilizing mission written
with an awareness that she was recording contemporary history for future generations martineau s commentary on this perpetually
fascinating often tragic and always instructive chapter in british and world history offers important insights that enhance and
complicate our understanding of imperialism and globalization this book examines the economic and business history of sudan placing
sudan into the wider context of the impact of imperialism on economic development in sub saharan africa from the 1870s onwards
british interest s in sudan began to intensify a consequence of the opening of the suez canal in 1869 and the overseas expansion of british
business activities associated with the scramble for africa and the renewal of imperial impulses in the second half of the nineteenth
century mollan shows the gradual economic embrace of imperialism in the years before 1899 the impact of imperialism on the
economic development of colonial sudan to 1956 and then the post colonial economic legacy of imperialism into the 1970s this text
highlights how state centred economic activity was developed in cooperation with british international business founded on an
economic model that was debt driven capital intensive and cash crop oriented the colonial economy of sudan was centred on cotton
growing this model locked sudan into a particular developmental path that in turn contributed to the nature and timing of
decolonization and the consequent structures of dependency in the post colonial era we live in a time of dynamic but generally
regressive regime change a period in which major political transformations and a rollback of a half century of legislation are accelerated
under conditions of a prolonged and deepening economic crisis and a worldwide offensive against the citizenry and the working class
written by two of the world s leading left wing thinkers imperialism and capitalism in the twenty first century takes the form of a
number of analytical probes into some of the dynamics of capitalist development and imperialism in contemporary conditions of a
system in crisis it is too early to be definitive about the form that capitalism and imperialism and socialism might be or is taking as we
are in but the early stages of a new developmental dynamic the conditions of which are too complex to anticipate or grasp in thought
they require a closer look and much further study from a critical development and marxist perspective the purpose of this book is to
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advance this process and give some form to this perspective lewis and able examine the economic relationship between latin america
and the advanced countries since their independence from spanish and portuguese rule they reinterpret the significance of latin
america s external connections through juxtaposing latin america and the british scholars from different ideological and intellectual
backgrounds this work is of considerable importance in promoting comparative work in development studies of latin america and the
third world this provocative new history of palestinian jewish society in antiquity marks the first comprehensive effort to gauge the
effects of imperial domination on this people probing more than eight centuries of persian greek and roman rule seth schwartz reaches
some startling conclusions foremost among them that the christianization of the roman empire generated the most fundamental features
of medieval and modern jewish life schwartz begins by arguing that the distinctiveness of judaism in the persian hellenistic and early
roman periods was the product of generally prevailing imperial tolerance from around 70 c e to the mid fourth century with failed
revolts and the alluring cultural norms of the high roman empire judaism all but disintegrated however late in the roman empire the
christianized state played a decisive role in re judaizing the jews the state gradually excluded them from society while supporting their
leaders and recognizing their local communities it was thus in late antiquity that the synagogue centered community became prevalent
among the jews that there re emerged a distinctively jewish art and literature laying the foundations for judaism as we know it today
through masterful scholarship set in rich detail this book challenges traditional views rooted in romantic notions about jewish fortitude
integrating material relics and literature while setting the jews in their eastern mediterranean context it addresses the complex and
varied consequences of imperialism on this vast period of jewish history more ambitiously than ever before imperialism in jewish
society will be widely read and much debated british imperialism and the tribal question reconstructs the history of britain s presence
in the deserts of the interwar middle east making the case for its significance to scholars of imperialism and of the region s past it tells
the story of what happened when the british empire and bedouin communities met on the desert frontiers between the mediterranean
sea and the persian gulf it traces the workings of the resulting practices of desert administration from their origins in the wake of one
world war to their eclipse after the next as british officials bedouin shaykhs and nationalist politicians jostled to influence desert affairs
drawn to the commanding heights of political society in the region s towns and cities historians have tended to afford frontier margins
merely marginal treatment instead this volume combines the study of imperialism nomads and the desert itself to reveal the centrality
of desert administration to the working of britain s empire repositioning neglected frontier areas as nerve centres of imperial activity
british imperialism and the tribal question leads the shift in historians attentions from the familiar urban seats of power to the desert
hinterlands that have long been obscured v g kiernan is recognised as one of the most remarkable historians of the 20th sensitive to the
tragic and ironic character of human history he addresses the origins consequences and legacies of modern imperialism and colonialism
what were the guiding themes of the discipline of international relations before world war ii the traditional disciplinary history has
long viewed this time period as one guided by idealism and then challenged by realism this book reconstructs in detail some of the
formative episodes of the field s early development and arrives at the conclusion that in actuality the early years of international
relations were preoccupied not with idealism and realism but with the dual themes of imperialism and internationalism thus the
beginnings of the discipline have resonance with the recently revied discourse of empire and the global status and policies of the united
states as the world s sole superpower book jacket on the surface james joyce s work is largely apolitical through most of the twentieth
century he was the proud embodiment of the rootless intellectual however perspectives on the colonial history of ireland have
proliferated in recent years yielding a subtle and complex conception of the irish postcolonial experience that has become a major theme
in current joyce scholarship in this volume leonard orr brings together a diverse collection of essays situating joyce in the debates
generated by postcolonial theory and discourse highly original and often provocative these essays bring joyce powerfully within the
ambit of postcolonial studies how did western imperialism shape the developing world in imperialism and the developing world atul
kohli tackles this question by analyzing british and american influence on asia africa the middle east and latin america from the age of
the british east india company to the most recent u s war in iraq he argues that both britain and the u s expanded to enhance their
national economic prosperity and shows how anglo american expansionism hurt economic development in poor parts of the world to
clarify the causes and consequences of modern imperialism kohli first explains that there are two kinds of empires and analyzes the
dynamics of both imperialism can refer to a formal colonial empire such as britain in the 19th century or an informal empire wielding
significant influence but not territorial control such as the u s in the 20th century kohli contends that both have repeatedly undermined
the prospects of steady economic progress in the global periphery though to different degrees time and again the pursuit of their own
national economic prosperity led britain and the u s to expand into peripheral areas of the world limiting the sovereignty of other states
and poor and weak states on the periphery in particular was the main method of imperialism for the british and american empires this
tactic ensured that peripheral economies would stay open and accessible to anglo american economic interests loss of sovereignty
however greatly hurt the life chances of people living in asia the middle east africa and latin america as kohli lays bare sovereignty is
an economic asset it is a precondition for the emergence of states that can foster prosperous and inclusive industrial societies through a
study of the british empire s largest women s patriotic organisation formed in 1900 and still in existence this book examines the
relationship between female imperialism and national identity it throws new light on women s involvement in imperialism on the
history of conservative women s organisations on women s interventions in debates concerning citizenship and national identity and on
the history of women in white settler societies after placing the iode imperial order daughters of the empire in the context of recent
scholarly work in canadian gender imperial history and post colonial theory the book follows the iode s history through the twentieth
century tracing the organisation into the postcolonial era where previous imperial ideas are outmoded it considers the transformation
from patriotism to charity and the turn to colonisation at home in the canadian north please note this is a palgrave to order title pto stock
of this book requires shipment from an overseas supplier it will be delivered to you within 12 weeks this book offers the first history of
the filipinos in the united states focusing on the significance of the moro people s struggle for self determination in this provocative
study economist ernesto screpanti argues that imperialism far from disappearing or mutating into a benign globalization has in fact
entered a new phase which he terms global imperialism this is a phase defined by multinational firms cut loose from the nation state
framework and free to chase profits over the entire surface of the globe no longer dependent on nation states for building a political
consensus that accommodates capital accumulation these firms seek to bend governments to their will and destroy barriers to the free
movement of capital and while military force continues to play an important role in imperial strategy it is the discipline of the global
market that keeps workers in check by pitting them against each other no matter what their national origin this is a world in which
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the so called labor aristocracies of the rich nations are demolished the power of states to enforce checks on capital is sapped and global
firms are free to pursue their monomaniacal quest for profits unfettered by national allegiance screpanti delves into the inner workings
of global imperialism explaining how it is different from past forms of imperialism how the global distribution of wages is changing and
why multinational firms have strained to break free of national markets he sees global imperialism as a developing process one with no
certain outcome but one thing is clear when economic crises become opportunities to discipline workers and when economic policies
are imposed through increasingly authoritarian measures the vision of a democratic and humane world is what is ultimately at stake
since 1989 the history of iraq has been one of the world s most traumatic in this book thabit abdullah places the iraqi people at the centre
of changes which began with the invasion of kuwait in 1990 and ended with the current american led occupation battles for control of
oil the vacuum created by saddam hussein s dictatorship and the devastating impact of sanctions have wreaked havoc on iraqi society
over the past two decades abdullah argues that current ethnic tensions and religious divisions are a response to this destruction of civil
society rather than a consequence of having artificial borders inherent in iraq s very existence this powerful and often moving account
provides a uniquely measured insight into the recent political and social history of iraq it is an ideal introduction for anyone seeking a
deeper understanding of this important and controversial nation this edited volume on religious dynamics features source texts from all
over asia the middle east and europe which show original authors thoughts on religion as they the shared challenges of an age
dominated by imperialism and colonialism the roman empire extended over three continents and all its lands came to share a common
culture bequeathing a legacy vigorous even today a companion to roman imperialism written by a distinguished body of scholars
explores the extraordinary phenomenon of rome s rise to empire to reveal the impact which this had on her subject peoples and on the
romans themselves the companion analyses how rome s internal affairs and international relations reacted on each other sometimes
with violent results why some lands were annexed but others ignored or given up and the ways in which rome s population and
power élite evolved as former subjects east and west themselves became romans and made their powerful contributions to roman
history and culture contributors are eric adler richard alston lea beness paul burton brian campbell arthur eckstein peter edwell tom
hillard richard hingley benjamin isaac josé luis lópez castro j majbom madsen susan mattern sophie mills david potter jonathan prag
steven rutledge maurice sartre john serrati tom stevenson martin stone and james thorne this book explores how imperialism has been
evolving in the neoliberal era with the aim of providing a systematic and integrative understanding of the inner dynamics and
vulnerabilities of the contemporary imperialist system asking how it has been possible to sustain an imperialist system that fails to
address the problems of unemployment declining standards of living and globalizing conflicts the author draws upon theoretical and
empirical contributions from the current literature to further recent efforts at re conceptualizing imperialism under the conditions of
neoliberal globalization and advances a critique of the school of transnationalism in global political economy the author puts forward that
contemporary imperialism rests on a triangular structure composed of a economic imperialism which is driven by a neoliberal logic of
maximizing monopoly profits at massive societal costs b military imperialism which is shaped by the neoliberal transformation of the us
military industrial complex with the rise of private armies the globalization of narcocapitalism and the weaponization of islamist
terrorism and ethno religious divides and c cultural imperialism which is led by the media and nonprofit corporate complexes having
weaponized the media and civil society in manufacturing popular consent the book s arguments are also extended to the current
challenges of imperialism embodied in the rise of the brics post hegemonic forms of regional cooperation and global popular resistance as
such it will appeal to scholars of politics and sociology with interests in globalization imperialism capitalism and global power many
experts recognize that juvenile literature acts as an excellent reflector of the dominant ideas of an age the values and fantasies of adult
authors are often dressed up in fictional garb for youthful consumption this collection examines a portion of the mass produced juvenile
literature from the mid 19th century until the 1950s focusing on the cluster of ideas connected with britain s role in the maintenance of
order and the spread of civilization annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or buddhism imperialism and war 1979 is a lively
provocative and informative study of two of the most important buddhist countries of south east asia burma and thailand buddhism
gives in theory a high place to the maintenance of peace both between individuals and between social groups in practice however
buddhist nations are no strangers to the battlefield this book explores the complexity surrounding the issue and reveals much for the
first time that has been obscure and misunderstood first published in 2015 classic and contemporary marxist theoretical works on
imperialism are systematically summarized and critiqued in this useful survey throughout the discussion attention is focused analyses of
the causes of capitalist foreign economic expansion and the impact of that expansion the study begins with a discussion of marx s political
economy and the work of early theorists of imperialism vladimir lenin rosa luxemburg nikolai bukharin and rudolf hilferding this
analysis then serves as the basis for a critical survey of the major strands of postwar marxist thought including the work of paul baran
and paul sweezy harry madgdoff james o connor andre gunder frank and more following the survey ae extended critiques of baran and
sweezy s theory of monopoly capitalism and arghiri emmanuels theory of unequal exchange this volume reiterates the relevance of
imperialism in the present as a continuous arrangement from the early years of empire colonies to the prevailing pattern of
expropriation across the globe while imperialism as an arrangement of exploitation has sustained over ages measures deployed to
achieve the goals have gone through variations depending on the network of the prevailing power structure providing a historical as
well as a conceptual account of imperialism in its classical context this collection brings to the fore an underlying unity which runs
across the diverse pattern of imperialist order over time dealing with theory the past and the contemporary the study concludes by
delving into the current conjuncture in latin america the united states and asia the changing face of imperialism will provide fresh
ideas for future research into the shifting patterns of expropriation spanning the early years of sea borne plunder and the empire
colonies of nineteenth century to contemporary capitalism which is rooted in neoliberalism globalization and free market ideology with
contributions from major experts in the field this book will be a significant intervention it will be of interest to scholars and researchers
of economics politics sociology and history especially those dealing with imperial history and colonialism the oxford handbook of
economic imperialism examines unequal commercial trade and investment gains at the international level and explores how countries
and nations can have exploitative relations the book contains thirty four chapters written by academics and experts in the field of
international political economy the chapters in the handbook look at the history of economic imperialism from the early modern age to
the present they demonstrate the persistence of economic imperialism in today s postcolonial world and the enduring control wielded
by great powers even after the end of formal empire the book reveals how emerging powers are expanding economic control in new
geographic and geopolitical contexts the handbook highlights the significance of economic imperialism in the structures relations
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processes and ideas that help sustain poverty and conflict worldwide this work of cultural history is drawn against the backgrounds of
ottoman european relations and press history it shows how ottoman cartoonists merged the literary and artistic cultures of east and west
through comparisons to the press production and art of europe india latin america and the middle east in doing so it intersects with the
broader set of studies in european history the implications of modernity and the rhetorical use of images book jacket this book provides
an analysis of the west indian novel in the context post structuralism the author sets up a dialogue between west indian intellectual
practice as exemplified by thinkers such as george lamming c l r james and e kamau brathwaite and the discussions privileged by
foucault and derrida as they examine what might be called the will to identity the work demonstrates that many west indian novels
implicitly prefigured deconstructive practice as elucidated by jacques derrida in addition it observes that the powerful hegemony of
imperialism as ubiquitous in the caribbean as the tropical sunshine needs to be included in any aesthetic equation which focuses on the
west indian novel as such michel foucault s critique of power and epistemic violence is interwoven with derrida s analyses of a
metaphysics of exclusion eschewing a chronological approach the work concludes with textual analyses which provide the reader with
insight into theory as well as practice



Imperialism and Transitions to Socialism

2021-09-30

this collection of essays is designed to shed light on the issues of imperialism and the transitions to socialism delving into the theoretical
aspects whose analysis is key for understanding the subject under consideration and practical experiences of socialist transition in china
vietnam north korea cuba venezuela ecuador and brazil

Imperialism and Biblical Prophecy

2013-01-11

imperialism and biblical prophecy is a radically new interpretation of prophetic poetry using more than thirty new translations from
the hebrew bible it shows that this poetry is inseparable from imperialism that each of the three major waves of biblical prophecy
which have survived in the old testament occurred in response to simultaneous waves of imperialist conquest

The Communist International, Anti-Imperialism and Racial Equality in British Dominions

2018-08-15

this book analyses the stance of international communism towards nationality anti colonialism and racial equality as defined by the
communist international comintern during the interwar period central to the volume is a comparative analysis of the communist
parties of three british dominions south africa canada and australia demonstrating how each party attempted to follow moscow s lead and
how each party produced its own attempts to deal with these issues locally while considering the limits of their own agency within
the movement at large

Imperialism And Music

2001

this is the first book to consider the relationship between british imperialism and music with its unique ability to stimulate the emotions
and to create mental images music was used to dramatize illustrate and reinforce the components of the ideological cluster that
constituted british imperialism in its heyday patriotism monarchism hero worship protestantism racialism and chivalry it was also used
to emphasize the inclusiveness of britain by stressing the contributions of england scotland wales and ireland to the imperial project

The Legacy of Iranian Imperialism and the Individual

2012-10-25

the series beihefte zur zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche wissenschaft bzaw covers all areas of research into the old testament focusing
on the hebrew bible its early and later forms in ancient judaism as well as its branching into many neighboring cultures of the ancient
near east and the greco roman world

Imperialism and Global Political Economy

2009-07-27

in imperialism and global political economy alex callinicos intervenes in one of the main political and intellectual debates of the day the
global policies of the united states in the past decade have encouraged the widespread belief that we live in a new era of imperialism
but is this belief true and what does imperialism mean callinicos explores these questions in this wide ranging book in the first part he
critically assesses the classical theories of imperialism developed in the era of the first world war by marxists such as lenin luxemburg
and bukharin and by the liberal economist j a hobson he then outlines a theory of the relationship between capitalism as an economic
system and the international state system carving out a distinctive position compared to other contemporary theorists of empire and
imperialism such as antonio negri david harvey giovanni arrighi and ellen wood in the second half of imperialism and global political
economy callinicos traces the history of capitalist imperialism from the dutch east india company to the specific patterns of economic and
geopolitical competition in the contemporary era of american decline and chinese expansion imperialism he concludes is far from dead

British Imperialism and Turkish Nationalism in Cyprus, 1923-1939

2017-11-20

as cyprus experienced british imperial rule between 1878 and 1960 greek and turkish nationalism on the island developed at different
times and at different speeds relations between turkish cypriots and the british on the one hand and greek cypriots and the british on
the other were often asymmetrical with the muslim community undergoing an enormous change in terms of national ethnic identity
and class characteristics turkish cypriot nationalism developed belatedly as a militant nationalist and anti enosis movement this book
explores the relationship between the emergence of turkish national identity and british colonial rule in the 1920s and 1930s



Harriet Martineau, Victorian Imperialism, and the Civilizing Mission

2013-04-28

in her in depth study of harriet martineau s writings on the evolution of the british empire in the nineteenth century deborah a logan
elaborates the ways in which martineau s works reflect victorian concerns about radically shifting social ideologies to understand
martineau s interventions into the empire question logan argues is to recognize her authority as an insightful political commentator
historian economist and sociologist whose eclectic studies and intellectual curiosity positioned her as a shrewd observer and recorder of
the imperial enterprise logan s primary sources are martineau s nonfiction works particularly those published in periodicals
complemented by telling references from martineau s didactic fiction correspondence and autobiography key texts include history of
the peace letters from ireland and endowed schools of ireland illustrations of political economy eastern life present and past and history
of british rule in india and suggestions for the future rule of india logan shows martineau negotiating the inevitable conflict that arises
when the practices of victorian imperialism are measured against its own stated principles and especially against martineau s idea of
both the civilizing mission and the indigenous cultural integrity often compromised in the process the picture of martineau that
emerges is complex and fascinating both an advocate and a critic of british imperialism martineau was a persistent champion of the
civilizing mission written with an awareness that she was recording contemporary history for future generations martineau s
commentary on this perpetually fascinating often tragic and always instructive chapter in british and world history offers important
insights that enhance and complicate our understanding of imperialism and globalization

Imperialism and Economic Development in Sub-Saharan Africa

2020-09-09

this book examines the economic and business history of sudan placing sudan into the wider context of the impact of imperialism on
economic development in sub saharan africa from the 1870s onwards british interest s in sudan began to intensify a consequence of the
opening of the suez canal in 1869 and the overseas expansion of british business activities associated with the scramble for africa and the
renewal of imperial impulses in the second half of the nineteenth century mollan shows the gradual economic embrace of imperialism
in the years before 1899 the impact of imperialism on the economic development of colonial sudan to 1956 and then the post colonial
economic legacy of imperialism into the 1970s this text highlights how state centred economic activity was developed in cooperation
with british international business founded on an economic model that was debt driven capital intensive and cash crop oriented the
colonial economy of sudan was centred on cotton growing this model locked sudan into a particular developmental path that in turn
contributed to the nature and timing of decolonization and the consequent structures of dependency in the post colonial era

Imperialism and Capitalism in the Twenty-First Century

2016-05-13

we live in a time of dynamic but generally regressive regime change a period in which major political transformations and a rollback of
a half century of legislation are accelerated under conditions of a prolonged and deepening economic crisis and a worldwide offensive
against the citizenry and the working class written by two of the world s leading left wing thinkers imperialism and capitalism in the
twenty first century takes the form of a number of analytical probes into some of the dynamics of capitalist development and
imperialism in contemporary conditions of a system in crisis it is too early to be definitive about the form that capitalism and
imperialism and socialism might be or is taking as we are in but the early stages of a new developmental dynamic the conditions of
which are too complex to anticipate or grasp in thought they require a closer look and much further study from a critical development
and marxist perspective the purpose of this book is to advance this process and give some form to this perspective

Latin America, Economic Imperialism and the State

2015-11-19

lewis and able examine the economic relationship between latin america and the advanced countries since their independence from
spanish and portuguese rule they reinterpret the significance of latin america s external connections through juxtaposing latin america
and the british scholars from different ideological and intellectual backgrounds this work is of considerable importance in promoting
comparative work in development studies of latin america and the third world

Imperialism and Jewish Society

2009-02-09

this provocative new history of palestinian jewish society in antiquity marks the first comprehensive effort to gauge the effects of
imperial domination on this people probing more than eight centuries of persian greek and roman rule seth schwartz reaches some
startling conclusions foremost among them that the christianization of the roman empire generated the most fundamental features of
medieval and modern jewish life schwartz begins by arguing that the distinctiveness of judaism in the persian hellenistic and early
roman periods was the product of generally prevailing imperial tolerance from around 70 c e to the mid fourth century with failed
revolts and the alluring cultural norms of the high roman empire judaism all but disintegrated however late in the roman empire the
christianized state played a decisive role in re judaizing the jews the state gradually excluded them from society while supporting their



leaders and recognizing their local communities it was thus in late antiquity that the synagogue centered community became prevalent
among the jews that there re emerged a distinctively jewish art and literature laying the foundations for judaism as we know it today
through masterful scholarship set in rich detail this book challenges traditional views rooted in romantic notions about jewish fortitude
integrating material relics and literature while setting the jews in their eastern mediterranean context it addresses the complex and
varied consequences of imperialism on this vast period of jewish history more ambitiously than ever before imperialism in jewish
society will be widely read and much debated

British Imperialism and 'the Tribal Question'

2015

british imperialism and the tribal question reconstructs the history of britain s presence in the deserts of the interwar middle east
making the case for its significance to scholars of imperialism and of the region s past it tells the story of what happened when the
british empire and bedouin communities met on the desert frontiers between the mediterranean sea and the persian gulf it traces the
workings of the resulting practices of desert administration from their origins in the wake of one world war to their eclipse after the
next as british officials bedouin shaykhs and nationalist politicians jostled to influence desert affairs drawn to the commanding heights of
political society in the region s towns and cities historians have tended to afford frontier margins merely marginal treatment instead
this volume combines the study of imperialism nomads and the desert itself to reveal the centrality of desert administration to the
working of britain s empire repositioning neglected frontier areas as nerve centres of imperial activity british imperialism and the tribal
question leads the shift in historians attentions from the familiar urban seats of power to the desert hinterlands that have long been
obscured

Imperialism and Its Contradictions

1995

v g kiernan is recognised as one of the most remarkable historians of the 20th sensitive to the tragic and ironic character of human
history he addresses the origins consequences and legacies of modern imperialism and colonialism

Imperialism and Internationalism in the Discipline of International Relations

2005-01-01

what were the guiding themes of the discipline of international relations before world war ii the traditional disciplinary history has
long viewed this time period as one guided by idealism and then challenged by realism this book reconstructs in detail some of the
formative episodes of the field s early development and arrives at the conclusion that in actuality the early years of international
relations were preoccupied not with idealism and realism but with the dual themes of imperialism and internationalism thus the
beginnings of the discipline have resonance with the recently revied discourse of empire and the global status and policies of the united
states as the world s sole superpower book jacket

Joyce, Imperialism, and Postcolonialism

2008-09-22

on the surface james joyce s work is largely apolitical through most of the twentieth century he was the proud embodiment of the
rootless intellectual however perspectives on the colonial history of ireland have proliferated in recent years yielding a subtle and
complex conception of the irish postcolonial experience that has become a major theme in current joyce scholarship in this volume
leonard orr brings together a diverse collection of essays situating joyce in the debates generated by postcolonial theory and discourse
highly original and often provocative these essays bring joyce powerfully within the ambit of postcolonial studies

Imperialism and the Developing World

2019-12-31

how did western imperialism shape the developing world in imperialism and the developing world atul kohli tackles this question by
analyzing british and american influence on asia africa the middle east and latin america from the age of the british east india company
to the most recent u s war in iraq he argues that both britain and the u s expanded to enhance their national economic prosperity and
shows how anglo american expansionism hurt economic development in poor parts of the world to clarify the causes and consequences
of modern imperialism kohli first explains that there are two kinds of empires and analyzes the dynamics of both imperialism can refer
to a formal colonial empire such as britain in the 19th century or an informal empire wielding significant influence but not territorial
control such as the u s in the 20th century kohli contends that both have repeatedly undermined the prospects of steady economic
progress in the global periphery though to different degrees time and again the pursuit of their own national economic prosperity led
britain and the u s to expand into peripheral areas of the world limiting the sovereignty of other states and poor and weak states on the
periphery in particular was the main method of imperialism for the british and american empires this tactic ensured that peripheral
economies would stay open and accessible to anglo american economic interests loss of sovereignty however greatly hurt the life
chances of people living in asia the middle east africa and latin america as kohli lays bare sovereignty is an economic asset it is a
precondition for the emergence of states that can foster prosperous and inclusive industrial societies



Female Imperialism and National Identity

2002

through a study of the british empire s largest women s patriotic organisation formed in 1900 and still in existence this book examines
the relationship between female imperialism and national identity it throws new light on women s involvement in imperialism on the
history of conservative women s organisations on women s interventions in debates concerning citizenship and national identity and on
the history of women in white settler societies after placing the iode imperial order daughters of the empire in the context of recent
scholarly work in canadian gender imperial history and post colonial theory the book follows the iode s history through the twentieth
century tracing the organisation into the postcolonial era where previous imperial ideas are outmoded it considers the transformation
from patriotism to charity and the turn to colonisation at home in the canadian north

U.S. Imperialism and Revolution in the Philippines

2007-09-03

please note this is a palgrave to order title pto stock of this book requires shipment from an overseas supplier it will be delivered to you
within 12 weeks this book offers the first history of the filipinos in the united states focusing on the significance of the moro people s
struggle for self determination

Greek Imperialism

1963

in this provocative study economist ernesto screpanti argues that imperialism far from disappearing or mutating into a benign
globalization has in fact entered a new phase which he terms global imperialism this is a phase defined by multinational firms cut loose
from the nation state framework and free to chase profits over the entire surface of the globe no longer dependent on nation states for
building a political consensus that accommodates capital accumulation these firms seek to bend governments to their will and destroy
barriers to the free movement of capital and while military force continues to play an important role in imperial strategy it is the
discipline of the global market that keeps workers in check by pitting them against each other no matter what their national origin this
is a world in which the so called labor aristocracies of the rich nations are demolished the power of states to enforce checks on capital is
sapped and global firms are free to pursue their monomaniacal quest for profits unfettered by national allegiance screpanti delves into
the inner workings of global imperialism explaining how it is different from past forms of imperialism how the global distribution of
wages is changing and why multinational firms have strained to break free of national markets he sees global imperialism as a
developing process one with no certain outcome but one thing is clear when economic crises become opportunities to discipline
workers and when economic policies are imposed through increasingly authoritarian measures the vision of a democratic and humane
world is what is ultimately at stake

Imperialism and the British Labour Movement

1964

since 1989 the history of iraq has been one of the world s most traumatic in this book thabit abdullah places the iraqi people at the centre
of changes which began with the invasion of kuwait in 1990 and ended with the current american led occupation battles for control of
oil the vacuum created by saddam hussein s dictatorship and the devastating impact of sanctions have wreaked havoc on iraqi society
over the past two decades abdullah argues that current ethnic tensions and religious divisions are a response to this destruction of civil
society rather than a consequence of having artificial borders inherent in iraq s very existence this powerful and often moving account
provides a uniquely measured insight into the recent political and social history of iraq it is an ideal introduction for anyone seeking a
deeper understanding of this important and controversial nation

Global Imperialism and the Great Crisis

2014-06-16

this edited volume on religious dynamics features source texts from all over asia the middle east and europe which show original
authors thoughts on religion as they the shared challenges of an age dominated by imperialism and colonialism

Dictatorship, Imperialism and Chaos

2010-01-01

the roman empire extended over three continents and all its lands came to share a common culture bequeathing a legacy vigorous even
today a companion to roman imperialism written by a distinguished body of scholars explores the extraordinary phenomenon of rome s
rise to empire to reveal the impact which this had on her subject peoples and on the romans themselves the companion analyses how
rome s internal affairs and international relations reacted on each other sometimes with violent results why some lands were annexed
but others ignored or given up and the ways in which rome s population and power élite evolved as former subjects east and west
themselves became romans and made their powerful contributions to roman history and culture contributors are eric adler richard



alston lea beness paul burton brian campbell arthur eckstein peter edwell tom hillard richard hingley benjamin isaac josé luis lópez
castro j majbom madsen susan mattern sophie mills david potter jonathan prag steven rutledge maurice sartre john serrati tom
stevenson martin stone and james thorne

Religious Dynamics under the Impact of Imperialism and Colonialism

2016-10-11

this book explores how imperialism has been evolving in the neoliberal era with the aim of providing a systematic and integrative
understanding of the inner dynamics and vulnerabilities of the contemporary imperialist system asking how it has been possible to
sustain an imperialist system that fails to address the problems of unemployment declining standards of living and globalizing conflicts
the author draws upon theoretical and empirical contributions from the current literature to further recent efforts at re conceptualizing
imperialism under the conditions of neoliberal globalization and advances a critique of the school of transnationalism in global political
economy the author puts forward that contemporary imperialism rests on a triangular structure composed of a economic imperialism
which is driven by a neoliberal logic of maximizing monopoly profits at massive societal costs b military imperialism which is shaped
by the neoliberal transformation of the us military industrial complex with the rise of private armies the globalization of narcocapitalism
and the weaponization of islamist terrorism and ethno religious divides and c cultural imperialism which is led by the media and
nonprofit corporate complexes having weaponized the media and civil society in manufacturing popular consent the book s arguments
are also extended to the current challenges of imperialism embodied in the rise of the brics post hegemonic forms of regional
cooperation and global popular resistance as such it will appeal to scholars of politics and sociology with interests in globalization
imperialism capitalism and global power

A Companion to Roman Imperialism

2012-11-09

many experts recognize that juvenile literature acts as an excellent reflector of the dominant ideas of an age the values and fantasies of
adult authors are often dressed up in fictional garb for youthful consumption this collection examines a portion of the mass produced
juvenile literature from the mid 19th century until the 1950s focusing on the cluster of ideas connected with britain s role in the
maintenance of order and the spread of civilization annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Imperialism after the Neoliberal Turn

2022-01-03

buddhism imperialism and war 1979 is a lively provocative and informative study of two of the most important buddhist countries of
south east asia burma and thailand buddhism gives in theory a high place to the maintenance of peace both between individuals and
between social groups in practice however buddhist nations are no strangers to the battlefield this book explores the complexity
surrounding the issue and reveals much for the first time that has been obscure and misunderstood

Imperialism and Juvenile Literature

1989

first published in 2015 classic and contemporary marxist theoretical works on imperialism are systematically summarized and critiqued
in this useful survey throughout the discussion attention is focused analyses of the causes of capitalist foreign economic expansion and
the impact of that expansion the study begins with a discussion of marx s political economy and the work of early theorists of
imperialism vladimir lenin rosa luxemburg nikolai bukharin and rudolf hilferding this analysis then serves as the basis for a critical
survey of the major strands of postwar marxist thought including the work of paul baran and paul sweezy harry madgdoff james o
connor andre gunder frank and more following the survey ae extended critiques of baran and sweezy s theory of monopoly capitalism
and arghiri emmanuels theory of unequal exchange

Buddhism, Imperialism and War

2023-05-03

this volume reiterates the relevance of imperialism in the present as a continuous arrangement from the early years of empire colonies
to the prevailing pattern of expropriation across the globe while imperialism as an arrangement of exploitation has sustained over ages
measures deployed to achieve the goals have gone through variations depending on the network of the prevailing power structure
providing a historical as well as a conceptual account of imperialism in its classical context this collection brings to the fore an
underlying unity which runs across the diverse pattern of imperialist order over time dealing with theory the past and the
contemporary the study concludes by delving into the current conjuncture in latin america the united states and asia the changing face
of imperialism will provide fresh ideas for future research into the shifting patterns of expropriation spanning the early years of sea
borne plunder and the empire colonies of nineteenth century to contemporary capitalism which is rooted in neoliberalism globalization
and free market ideology with contributions from major experts in the field this book will be a significant intervention it will be of
interest to scholars and researchers of economics politics sociology and history especially those dealing with imperial history and
colonialism



Marxist Thought on Imperialism

2016-07-08

the oxford handbook of economic imperialism examines unequal commercial trade and investment gains at the international level and
explores how countries and nations can have exploitative relations the book contains thirty four chapters written by academics and
experts in the field of international political economy the chapters in the handbook look at the history of economic imperialism from the
early modern age to the present they demonstrate the persistence of economic imperialism in today s postcolonial world and the
enduring control wielded by great powers even after the end of formal empire the book reveals how emerging powers are expanding
economic control in new geographic and geopolitical contexts the handbook highlights the significance of economic imperialism in the
structures relations processes and ideas that help sustain poverty and conflict worldwide

The Changing Face of Imperialism

2018-01-02

this work of cultural history is drawn against the backgrounds of ottoman european relations and press history it shows how ottoman
cartoonists merged the literary and artistic cultures of east and west through comparisons to the press production and art of europe india
latin america and the middle east in doing so it intersects with the broader set of studies in european history the implications of
modernity and the rhetorical use of images book jacket

Imperialism and the Monroe Doctrine (their Influence in Central America)

1911

this book provides an analysis of the west indian novel in the context post structuralism the author sets up a dialogue between west
indian intellectual practice as exemplified by thinkers such as george lamming c l r james and e kamau brathwaite and the discussions
privileged by foucault and derrida as they examine what might be called the will to identity the work demonstrates that many west
indian novels implicitly prefigured deconstructive practice as elucidated by jacques derrida in addition it observes that the powerful
hegemony of imperialism as ubiquitous in the caribbean as the tropical sunshine needs to be included in any aesthetic equation which
focuses on the west indian novel as such michel foucault s critique of power and epistemic violence is interwoven with derrida s
analyses of a metaphysics of exclusion eschewing a chronological approach the work concludes with textual analyses which provide the
reader with insight into theory as well as practice

The Oxford Handbook of Economic Imperialism

2022

Image and Imperialism in the Ottoman Revolutionary Press, 1908-1911

2000-03-02

British Imperialism and Commercial Supremacy

1906

Japanese Imperialism and Manchuria, 1890-1931

1971
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1939

Imperialism and Nationalism

1925
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Imperialism and World Politics

1926

Deconstruction, Imperialism and the West Indian Novel

1996
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